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NOTES BY THE WAY.
Our correspondents occasionally hang out signals of
distress because they cannot comprehend the many
puzzling difficulties that attend experiments. We do not
wonder at it. No one can go far with such experiments
without coming up with these difficulties—some of which
are by no means pleasant ones. Falsehoods are told by
‘the invisibles’: undoubted mediums are detected in what
look like deceptions (but often are nothing of the kind);
attempts are made to do mischief or overpower the will :
warnings concerning serious dangers and losses are not
given, though frivolous things are foretold; and, while
mere curiosity may easily get manifestations, almost tragic
anxiety can get nothing. But the difficulties and problems
are endless.
It must never be forgotten that these puzzles attend
everything connected with the Unseen—the very being of
God as much as anything. The remedy is in ourselves.
We must not expect to understand, however much we may
try. It may be absolutely right to try, but we must be
prepared for failure; and then we should quietly fall back
on whatever is actually known. The worst thing we can
do is to give up anything because we cannot explain every
thing. That was a wise saying of Jeremy Collier: ‘We
must not let go manifest truths because we cannot answer

all questions about them.’
A cute American journal tells a pleasant story illus
trating a fact which very few people note—that the best
and surest reforms in this world are to be accomplished,
not by direct attack upon the evil, but by winsome pre
sentation of, and adroit road-making in the interests of,

the good. Here is the story :—
A young lady was telling how she and her friends
managed to win back to right-living some young men who
were becoming dissipated. They did not scold or argue :
they simply took the best for granted* and so hedged them
about with sweet observances they hail no chance to seek
low things. As young ladies who could not be out alone
after nightfall, these wily maidens claimed the escort of
these young men very frequently, which meant they must
he wiha rwroctu. Bo, quietly, without any sound of
trumpets, they were brought back to social courtesies, then
to union, and even to church work.
Will immortality be tiresome f

manifest is light."—

That will depend upon

what we are and what we do. Tiresomeness turns upon
monotony or satiety ; but if the possibilities of service arc
endless, and if the joys of the spirit are infinite, what is
there that could make immortality tiresome !
I here is a

beautiful suggestion, too, in the following story :—
A certain monk feared immortality liecause he thought

Paul.

[a Newspaper.)

Price Twopence.

it would be monotonous to hear even the angels sing forever.
Meditating thus, he went out and wandered through the
woods. He heard a little bird singing, and he sat down at
the foot of a tree to listen. After a little while, as he
thought, the little bird's song came to an end. He rose and
returned, and lo I everything was changed.. The little trees
were grown to great ones, and his old friends were gone.
When he spoke, no one knew him, and when he asked an
explanation, people thought he was demented. But when
he told them his name, they remembered a tradition of a
father of that name who generations ago had wandered
away and had never come back. The long time had seemed
so short because his self-consciousness had been at rest and
forgotten.
The Rev. R. Me Kenny, of Glazeley Rectory, Bridg
north, writes a quaint letter to the ‘ Church Review.’ He
believes in the resurrection of the * material body ’—
material, but ‘ spiritualised.’ He seems to feel it somewhat
difficult to reconcile the full existence of happy spirits
before the resurrection with the need of reunion with the
body after it, but satisfies himself with the general explana
tion that there are two resurrections—first, ‘ the resurrec
tion of spirits made visible,’ and then ‘ the resurrection of
bodies re-inhabited.’ But, seriously now, does he not
think the first might suffice—especially, say, for Moses,
Elijah, David, Paul, and John, after all these centuries 1
Where are thrir ‘ spiritualised ’ ‘ material ’ bodies to come
from 1 and, if they could find them, what on earth would
they do with them I This dear, good man is in a curious
fog.
As to Spiritualism, he is clear. It is ‘not of God.’
He agrees, however, that God does sometimes ‘ allow the

return of our dear ones,’ but it is wrong to * seek ’ this.
But, if we do not seek, how can we expect to find ?

Another writer in the same paper contributes a long
and very serious study’ of the present relations of the seen
and unseen spheres. With a great deal of what he says
we cannot possibly agree, but there is much, very much,
that is sensible and timely in one of his recommendations
concerning a religious home for sensitives. He says of such
homes:—
Make them self-contained, so that outside influences and
currents may not disturb the atmosphere. Give everyone
plenty to do, as they are fitted for it—housework, gardening,
art of every kind to make the chapel more beautiful, and the
worship more splendid, needlework, music, painting, first
for home, then for the whole Church. Give plenty of
interest of all kinds in others, rich and poor. Above all,
provide every help to devotion for those capable of rising to a
life of worship and intercession, and thus raise a ladder
between the home and heaven. Hundreds of God’s saints,
now in lunatic asylums, because no one can be ‘all there’ on
this side as well as on the. other, will find their natural life
and beat rest. In homes for men let there be more literature
and study ; in those for women more art and household
duties, though every facility for study, writing, or teaching
should be provided tor all. . . . Crowds of persons, who,
in such a life would be happy, holy, and useful, now are out
in the world, a laughing-stock to those who cannot rise
to their level, weary and worn and sad, and apparently half
idiotic. To ‘ get on in the world ’ is the aim and object of
most of us. It is not within the capacity’ of most sensi
tives, nor was it ever within the capacity of the saints
of old.

LIGHT.

4 (it)

Mr. C. Williams, in his inquiry concerning Sir \\ illiiuu
Crookes’ Address, failed to cover the ground. The extract
he quoted referred to Telepathy. On a previous page, Sir
William Crookes \cry strongly rv endorsed all his former
explicit declarations of belief in spirit communion, and, m
doing this, plainly said that his experiments tended to
show that ’outside our scientific knowledge there exists a
Force exercised by intelligence differing from the ordinary
intelligence common to mortals. But Sir \\ illiam ( rookes
entire endorsement of his past experiments and conclusions
is quite sufficient to show ‘that he accepts the Spiritualists
position of communication being possible with disembodied
spirits.*
NOTES FROM

FOREIGN

Materialism and Seiriti

REVIEWS.
ai.ism

A gentleman of optimistic tendencies, who writes under

the pseudonym of ‘ Porfirio,' has in the ‘ Mundo Secreto a
delightful
article,
the descriptive
title
of
which,
‘Materialism as the Forerunner of Spiritualism,' is fully
justified by his original, healthy, and broad treatment of the
subject. We have grown so accustomed to accept the word
materialism in its exclusively abusive sense, and to look
u|*«n the materialistic movement as a destructive fiend,
that this novel presentation of it as a sort of John the

Baptist sent by Heaven to make straight that which was
crooked, is at first somewhat startling. It is often forgotten
that no single phase of thought can lie isolated from tlu*

preceding and filllowing ones and judged on its own merits,
but must l>e considered in its true relation to the general
march of mind development.
But * Porfirio,
who is
neither one-sided nor short-sighted, takes his stand upon a
high ground of vantage, gets an excellent perspective, ami
seeing how the land lies, finds it all very good. If material
ism has ‘as an impetuous wind, caused some damage and
shaken the edifice of ages in its sound jiarts, it has also

brought down much that was worn out and tottering, swept
away thick clouds of error ami prejudice, and thereby
cleared the way for a new revelation of the truth. If
it has ‘ rapidly spread over the world during the
last half of our century,’ it has been only as the
unavoidable and most necessary reaction of human
reason against the obscurantism created by
blind
faith and the tyranny of sacerdotalism.
‘ Pnigress
is the law,’ and progress runs its course, in spite of
the masks it may wear, in spite of all deceiving appear
ances of stagnation and even of retrogression ; and in the
history of human development, materialism has but accom
plished its appointed mission, as one of the many tools
moved by the hidden and all regulating Power.
‘Porfirio’
touches lightly but tellingly upon the points which lead up
from the growth of physical science to that of materialistic
philosophy, shows that the blighting influence of the latter,
although undeniable, has probably been greatly overrated;
that, when it threatened to ‘abolish the God idea as a
myth, the soul as a vain conceit, ami a future life as a
superstition,’ spiritualistic phenomena, old as the world,
an offence to some, a laughing-stock toothers, an unexpected
factor to all, brought again to the front the everlasting

riddle that must be solved.
As to the resistance opposed. from various quarters to
spiritual truth, ‘Porfirio’ thinks it nothing short of pro
vidential. It causes strength to be gathered, experiments
to be multiplied, evidence to be accumulated, and the final
triumph to be all the better ensured. Great scientific truths
have, as we well know, invariably been receiver! with con
tempt and established with difficulty. Spiritualism can be
no exception to this rule, especially when the overwhelming
importance of the question at issue is considered. Again, if
we take materialism as ‘the study of matter, it is easily
understxxxi how and why so many of our scientists, whose
minds have been trained in certain determined grooves,
experience an enormous and very genuine difficulty in
grasping and further assimilating a completely new idea.
Each time one of them merely acknowledges his iucom-

[SeptonilHT si, IHna

pvtcncy to explain tlu* nature of (Im phenonuma, a |1IM.
victory is won for Spiritualism.
Conflicting theories, ‘ Porfirio'also thinks, arc equally
fill and hero ho humorously indulges in a few smart thrusts
at our old friends,'Subliminal consciousness,’1 Dreamt of tho
dead,’* Demoniacal interference,’and so on. Divisionsbotwonn
students of spiritual science can scarcely be obviated ; they
are hut a manifestation of intellectual lite and wholmonty
activity. They should not be objected to as long ns unity j,.
preserved upon essential points, namely, (hr existence ufn
Supreme Power, and the immortality of t he soul.
But it must be borne in mind that ‘Spiritualism is, niul
ought to remain, concerned principally with experimental
evidence ; its temple is the laboratory, ami its pulpit is tinprofessor’s chair.’ If this foundation ho kept- firm, I lie NUperstructures will not be far wrong.
In our times, ho concludes, now discoveries are everyone*
property ; now ideas are flashed as light ning over the world,
ami cause such an immediate and widespread fermentation
in the public mind that wo can confidently look forward In
the day when 1 materialism, having acted against Hiiporstition, as an antiseptic against organic, decomposition,’ shall
make way for a now thought ora, and when Modern Spirit
ualisin, which is rapidly loading to the next stage of human
development, will, from its obscure beginnings, and through
all opposition and difficulties, spread its t idings of groat joy

to the uttermost parts of the earth.
New Books.

We have received from Leymarie (42, Rue St. Jooquee,
Paris) a copy of M. Leon Denis’ last book, ‘ (■hristinnisincet
Spirit isme, an excellent work which cannot be passed by
without mention, although more than alow passing remarks
concerning it would be out of place* in these 1 Notes,’ M.
Denis is well known both as a writer and as a lecturer. The
very large sale commanded by his books and pamphlet# is a
sufficient sign of their wide popularity ; and his lecture*,
delivered in many important towns of France, Belgium, mid
Switzerland, and at the house of the late Lady Caithness,
Duchesse, de Pouiar, in Paris, have also attracted a great
deal of public attention. He can, therefore, bo considered
as one of the most successful propagandist workers fur
Spiritualism. The present work is a serious, well-thoughtout and well-presented comparative study of Christianity,
its origins, its miracles, its developments through the
centuries, and of Modern Spiritualism, its phenomena, its
influence and progress, its possibilities in relation to philo
sophic and social problems, and to the manifold scientific
and moral considerations which surround this great subject.
M. Denis shows, in a conciliatory and reverent spirit, that
the message of Spiritualism, far from contradicting or
stultifying the mission of Christ, as many unfortunately
believe, rather tends to explain, prove, and fulfil it. But he
clearly differentiates between the teaching of Christ and the
teaching of the Church. This standpoint, made familiar to
English Spiritualists by many able writers, oilers .some
novelty to a French public, and M. Denis’ book will, no
doubt, prove highly instructive and interesting to all
thinking readers in his own country.
‘ Le Congres de I’Hurnanite ’ (Chamucl, 3, Rue de Savoie,
Paris) is but a collection effected by M. Marius Decrcspe
and furnished with annotations--of all the articles which
have appeared in different reviews on and around the subject,
of the great ‘Congress of Humanity ’ arranged for the year
These essays are naturally very unequal in merit,
ranging, as they do, from the level of simple appeals and
letters to that of advanced occult thought.
The promoter
of the Congress idea, who writes under the pseudonym of
‘ Amo,’ contributes the bulk of them, but others are by
M. Bouvery, editor of the ‘Paix (JniverselJe,’ M. I). Metzger,
Ernest Hello, and S^dir.

‘SPIRIT Teachings.’ We again invite the attention of
our readers to the new edition of ‘Spirit Teachings,’ ihrough
the late Wm. Stainton Moses, ‘ M.A. (Oxon.),’ published by
the London Spiritualist Alliance, and announced in our
advertising columns. It is issued at a cheaper price than
any previous edition, namely, 3s. 6d. net (postage id. exim)
After a time, as the stock decreases, the price will probably
be raised.
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18 DEATH A FAILURE?
Aihiiikmm iiy

Mil. (I. II. Biihiinom,

On Sunday evening IilmI, nt Cavendish Rooms, Mortimer
(pH’i, VV., t<> a large audience, Mu. (1. II. Bihhinom delivered
n address (Hit itled 4 Im I loath a Failure I' Mr. W. 'I'. (looper,
tlic vice president of tlm Marylebone Association, occupied

(hr chair.
Ax pmplimid-ory of tlm title of Iiin discourse, .Mr. Bibbings
commenced by referring to the foot that some time ago a
hauling London paper devoted considerable space to a dis
(HiMHion of the important question! 4 Is Marriage a Failure?’
people had also hiuiirlmd out into a consideration of tin*
subject, 4 In Life Whi'th Living I* Many persons had
decided that it was not, although they did not show any
desire to hasten out of it.
The subject that evening, however, was, the lecturer
thought, far more important than citlmr of tlm questions
quoted. Men were determined that they would know. They
dared to inquire into these imitters, dared to examine tlm
problem independently. In the early part of the century
the priest wan supposed to know all that wax necessary. IL*
cried4 Hands oft*' to all outside his own fraternity who
presumed to meddle with these no called sacred matters.
Said the priest to the inquirer,41 will do all your thinking ;
1 will supply you with all the information necessary on this
subject.’ But inasmuch as the priest knew but little about
it, the mind of man remained unsatisfied and death continued
the terrible mystery it hud always been.
But nowadays
the spirit of inquiry was a foot.
The demand of the age
was for knowledge -it did not encourage the growth of
mystery.
Time was when suporHtition peopled the thunder-clap
with spirits. Thanks to the school master, the schoolboy
now peopled it with natural forces, divine and wonderful.
The fables were exploded, the superstitions outworn ; und
to-day men were recognising that the mind which was
trained, skilled, and disciplined was the only guiding power.
To-day the attention of the world was very much directed
towards this subject of death, and men asked what it stood
for. They knew what it was in its ordinary aspect. If all
the cries of misery and anguish uttered that day over
open graves could be compressed into one note, they would
be as one vast diapason of the damned ; as the moan of the
restless deep in the midnight; as the hopeless chant of
agony to an audience of miserable#.
Therefore, since death
was universal ; since all over the world death followed life

like its shadow ; since it was true that

‘Thero
But
There
But

is no Hock, however watched and tended,
one dead lamb is there ;
is no fireside, howsoe’er defended,
has one vacant chair ’;

therefore it was inevitably natural that man should look out
into the future, and, harried by the experiences of the past and
the darkness of the present, should ask, What is this death I

Is it the punctum xttiun of life, or all the way a punctum
fl/uen» ?
People said that the doctrines of Spiritualists grow out
of their desire that their dead should live again. I hey said
that the evidence was a prcsluct of the desire. But no in
telligent Spiritualist and all Spiritualists should Is* intelli
gent wanted to live afjfiin. He simply wanted to go on
living.
Viewed from the stand point of theology, death was a

failure ; and from that of materialism, it was an utter
failure. There was no school of materialistic thought but
would he prepared to admit that in life and its issues and its
achievements, in its busy round and common task, in all
that made up the concerns of man, there was an element of
great dissatisfaction ; that was to say, many a battle had no
victory, many a strenuous effort no golden result, many a
•lark night no sequential dawn. In other words, life lacked
adjustment; there was no balance and contra balance, rrom
the feeble cry of the child at birth to the last moan of the
dying, there was that in life which finds and has found no
compensation ; therefore, if the gathering of the physical
form into the last great harvest of dissolution meant the
extinction of life utter and absolute ; if all that worked in
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death wiu. the Death An^il'e k.uuli, then the bnvobie that

would ni.iviubly be full, would I,., i|„. i„l|iu|w. |„ gcll0|,a)
suicide.

Io be or not to be : that is the question :
Whether 'tlx nobler in the mind to suffer
The slings and arrows of outrageous fortune,
Or to take arms against a sea of troubles •’
And by opposing end them.’
If death stood for extinction, miserable fools were men
to Is’nr fortune's ficktenraa, miserable fools to stand nt the

open grave in which lay all that love held dear, and not seek to
share a common fate.
From the standpoint of materialism, death was an
egregious failure. True, the materialist said we should make
the beet of this life, but there wax not that in mortal life
which would produce the ls-st , there wsx not that which
makes provision for the real man who lies deeper than lb b
and bone, and who finds in tlesh and bone the medium to the
physical life alone. Materialism did not deal with man, it
dealt only with his body, it related only to tlint which wax
external. In the light of the better knowledge of man's nature,
in the light of the glorious fact, to which all agm testified,
that man in his truest self was immortal, they might say
with the Hebrew seer : ‘The things which are seenare tern
poral : the things which are not seen are eternal.’
From the standpoint of theology, death wax a failure.
It wax crowned with unreality, it wax moulded in the
pattern of the irrational. Death, theologically considered,
meant a going out of the purely sensible, out of the purely
open and reasonable and logical into the very essence of
unreality, into that which was the opposite of natural. Not
that theology knew very much about what did actually
happen at death,
I Im most rabid opponent of Modern
Spiritualism was modern theology. The school which talked
most about the glories of the hereafter condemned those
who claimed to have some knowledge of that honafter.
Theologically, death was of no
I vantage to anybody, and
the various schools seemed hopelessly divided in opinion as to
whether man at death went info Limbo, or remained in the
ground awaiting the last trumpet.
Dealing with the ol«| conceptions of judgment, and
heaven and hell, the lecturer said : The whole subject ix
wrapped round with that which ix unnatural, and we have
no hesitation in declaring to night that death, regarded
theologically, is quite ax hopeless a failure ax death regarded
in the light of pessimistic materialism. Indeed, it were
better for all honest people to go out into utter nothingness
than to go on under such conditions. If to go on is to lose
all sense of the Iswt in manhcsxl and womanhood, then,
indeed, the materialist’s conception ix the better of the two,
Continuing, Mr. Bibbing* said . There must be no playing
with this matter if you would Is’ wise.
You may say : 'Oh,
but these things do not now otitain ’; or, ‘These things are
altered nowadays.’ But it were wise for Spiritualists to
recognise exactly, and not comparatively, what the position
is. Things are better, not because ecclesiaxticism has made
them better, but because the rationalistic teaching of the
nineteenth century has forced them into being lietter.
Itejoice in the bettering of things by all means; admit
that these heinous doctrines are no longer insisted
upon; admit that this depravity of teaching finds no
prominent position ; but by all that in you is iconoclastic,
rest not, toil, and find no time for leisure until the very
principle is eliminated, not quietly dropped.
Today
ecclesiasticism has only quietly dropped tbe offending
doctrines because it dare not present them coram ymblico.
(Joon until these libels on your Heavenly Father no longer
exist, either in the Athanasian ('reed or in the Thirty-nine
Articles* until a conception of the God of the rainbow, of
the sunbeam, the God of the child’s love and trust, is no
longer tied down to the dogmas which lighted tin* Ines of
Smithfield in the past, and torture many sincere minds and

earnest souls to-day.
Death, theologically, is a failure because there is no
direct point of touch between the bereaved and those
for whom (hey mourn, between those who live on one side

of the tomb and those who live on the other side. It may
bo an old thought wo oiler you to-night. It is the. story of
the fact, not of tlm belief ; the story of the evidimce, not of
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the document; it is the story of the proven and tested phe

nomena and not the story of tradition. I he voice ••
Modern Spiritualism in this last decade of the nineteenth
century rises over the groan of agony, over the darksome
night, oxer the Gehenna of human suffering, and proclaims
light, life, and loveliness, proclaims theglorious attested het
that death is a signal success, that death is Gods
vestibule leading the pilgrims of the night into the Father’s

many-mansioned home.
With all earnestness we urge this thought to night.
Death is a signal success, because death, in the light of the
evidence of Spiritualism, proves itself to Is* an eternal
victory, proves itself to be in harmony with love’s eternal

memory. All that is best in death is constructive ami not
destructive. The sweetest thing in death is what it makes,
not what it seems to unmake.

Death is \ indicated in the

away, all things have become now. The Church m-rtfr.,.
no longer mournful, the collin is no more a thing of hm«h*
love is no longer buried in the grave. The two worlds h *

joined across the narrow confines of the tomb. 'flier., /
death in life and life in death, and Spiritualism lead*
van. Spiritualism chants its joyous piran, and from i|
high peaks of Everest the story is flashed to the

world, ‘ I will not leave you comfortless ; 1 will come ngnj(|
and minister unto you.’ (Applause.)

THE MECHANISM OF SUGGESTION.

By 1)r. Durand

dr

Groh.

(Front the ‘ Rrmi-, de Ruifeholotiie,.')

light of the evidence of Spiritualism, that Spiritualism

which gives confirmation to the most treasured experiences
and traditions of the ages. The story of Spiritualism is
the story of hopefulness. All that in Spiritualism is worth

While Braid discovered that a passive sleep-state cook]
be induced from fixing the attention on a purely physical
influence, he subsequently also adopted tin* use of Rim*],

laneous affirmative moral influence, which has conic to I*,
calks! ‘suggestion.’ Charcot's subsequent contribution con

anything is the story of its pure naturalness, its pure
humanity.
It opens the tomb that theology closes for you.
The bereaved mother, anxious about the fate of the son who
died in rebellion to the moral law, .seeks consolation of the
priest. and her heart sinks when she is met by a qualified

sisted in the fact that he forced the I*acuity of Medicine
and the Academic Franqaise to recognise under Braid’s term,

shake of the head. Wishing to say something comforting for man is often many times better than his creed- he

tion, mesmerism, and occultism.
Professor Bernheim now affirms that suggestion is the
only essential factor in these phenomena, as also in those of

replies: ‘ Well, we must leave it with the Father.’
Nowadays the best of the clergy of the Anglican Church

are disposed to say with Tennyson :
1 Oh yet we trust that somehow good
\\ ill be the final goal of ill,
To pangs of nature, sins of will,
Defects of doubt and taints of blood ;

‘That nothing walks with aimless feet,
That not one life shall Is* destroyed,
Or cast as rubbish to the void,
When Gori has made the pile complete.’
And so the clergyman tries to comfort the mother by
expressing a hope, however slight. But the mother moans
for her boy, as David of old : ‘Oh, Absalom, my son, would
God 1 had die<l for thee.’ And then comes Modern Spirit
ual ism with the despised rap <if the table, with the despised
instrumentality of mediumship, and proclaims, by the lx>y
himself, that eternal goodness reigns, that the life of God
Himself Hows in the meanest of His humanity, that Eternal
Love at last gathers home all the prodigals, though they

come from rags and filth and poverty.
Death, friends* is not a failure. Death is a moment of
realisation to you, as it was realisation to those who have
gone before. There are men and women in this audience
who -.js-ak slightingly of Spiritualism, who belittle and
deride Spiritualists and caricature the proceedings in
spiritualistic meetings. If only— like the servant of the
prophet they could see the angel hosts around them, could
see the looks of compassionate pity bent upon them from
the unseen, how their feelings would be changed * And if
they were ruled by wisdom, and not ignorance, they would
not repeat their conduct.
But evil is wrought by want of
thought as well as by want of heart. The story of Spiritu
alism is that you are c/>mpassetfl about by a cloud of
witnesses. But how seldom the fatfrt is realised in all its
literal significance!
Js death a failure I It will be a failure to you ; it will
mean separation to you ; it will mean destruction, absolute
luin, to you until you have gainer! a definite conviction of
the truth, until you have grasjietfJ the alphabet of Spirit
ualism. Remember that the very unpopularity of a cause is
a divine challenge to its investigation. We ask you to strip
yourselves of prejudice, lose sight of preconception, and
reason out the matter between yourself and your God,
between yourself and your departed friends, who from their
eternal home lift their hands to-night and ask you to rejoice
in the existence of the great electric cord of life, mutual and
refluent.
Concluding his address with a glowing picture of the
future of mortal existence wlien the fear of death shall have
departed, Mr. Bibbing* said :‘ lx>, tig? darkness disappears, old things have pass«d

hypnotism, a field of research that really included lugges-

bio-magnetism and telepathy. The question consequently
arises as to whether these different phenomena result from
the action of distinct, special modes of en<?rgy, or whether

they are united in a common basis. For my own part. 1
would advocate the retention of the designation hypnotic,
as referring to the generic passive sleep-state common to
them all, and which has the advantage of being already

familiarly known to the public.
It is curious that some investigators whose scandaM
scruples are excited by bio-magnetic and telepathic pheno

mena* become perfectly tranquil in mind when suggestion
is under consideration. But to refer all the above pheno
niena to suggestion merely, as does Professor Bernheim, k
too artless an exclusiveness.
The various modes by which the mind affects the body
are all comprised in the exciting or inhibiting action
engendered by emotions on the muscles pertaining to the
animal and the vegetative systems.
The various emotional
faculties pertaining to the pay chical centre of consciousness
are connected to some part of the jxrriphery of the organism
by a nervous circuit. The activity of these peripheral parts
results from the exciting of the corresponding emotion.
But the influence of suggestion is unsubstantial,intangible,
inobjective. It is a pure idea, yet it constitutes a substitute
for the most energetic medical agents.
What, then, is the
nervous connection serving as conductor for the action of the
idea, entailing effects in the different parts of our vegetative

system and enabling us to arrest a fever, to cause warts,
herpes, eczema to disappear by a suggested idea? How is it
that the idea puts into force the precise physiological instru
ments at the extremity of the organism, necessary to effect
the work ? It is evidently not the suggested idea itself that
directs the curative process ; nor can the subject follow the
process in thought ami co-operate consciously.
To infer the pre-established existence of a nerve con
ductor for every suggestion, similar to those producing
emotive reactions, would be to infer that Nature had fore
seen and provided for every special case of injury that
occurs, and that the suggested idea sets up a mechanical
curative action on the spot indicated. We are consequently
driven to turn to reflex action for a more satisfactory

solution.
All our daily movements,including the most complex,such
as reading, writing,speaking, playing, walking, are automstic
in their execution.
They are executed without directing
participation of our thought, attention, or will.
Yet the*actions have all been learned by slowly acquired practice,
applied attention, intelligence, and will.
The automatic
mechanism by which they are performed consists in »
system of reflexes, gradually trained and co-ordinate! by
continued will and effort developing habit, r.r., automata
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functioning. ri’l,<! nature of the energy producing the func
tioning of thwe reflex centre* must be considered separately.
But we evidently cannot admit that a MuggitsU^I idea can
of itself put this complicated machinery into instantaneous
action and produce modifications in any point of the vegeta
tive system of our organism. Nor can the effects of suggestion
in our life of relations be so explained, such as post-hypnotic
realisation, at a designated interval of time, of a suggestion
of which the subject is normally unaware, yet which he
inevitably executes under blind impulsion, without being able
to dominate or explain it ; or such as the sudden develop
ment of superior aptitudes ’and knowledge not posseted
consciously by the subject in his normal state, as Braid
described.
Modem research in several fields agrees in proclaiming
that the nervous centres of the cerebro-spinal and of the
sympathetic systems possess distinct psychological indi
vidual consciousness, sensibility, discernment, ami will,
similar to that of the cerebral centre and seat of self
consciousness.
The critical analysis of our automatic activity, which
really includes most of the actions usually considered to Im?
volitional, undoubtedly entails the recognition of the fact
that it is these sub-selves of the reflex system carrying
intelligence and will, who are its real accomplishere or
executants.
The fundamental analysis of the phenomena of siiggcs
tion demonstrates by irresistible evidence that the vital
functions of our vegetative system are far from being a
blind mechanism. It shows that the moving power of the
nutritive functions is of the same character as that governing
our acts of self-conscious relation ; that is, that it acts with
consciousnessjudgment,and will. It proves that our central
conscious self is but the receiver and transmitter of the
suggestion, but not its accomplis her; that this function
devolves entirely on the hierarchy of sub-selves represented
by the reflex centres.
It is palpably apparent in hypnotic experiments that
tgro equally energetic wills come into conflicting participa
tion ; that of the subject (in its restricted, central sense),
which resists the suggestion with all its force ; and another
will, that of the hidden self, which acquiesces and seconds it
with equal vigour; as, for instance, in the ex|M?riments
where the adductor (pulling) muscles ardently obey the
suggestion, while the abductor (withdrawing) muscles revolt
against it.
The only possible explanation is that presented in
Polyzoism (composite-animalism), that the organism is an
incorporate, integral, synthetic unity of participant, inde
pendent sub-selves, possessing sensibility, intelligence,
judgment, and will, grouped in derivative subsidiary
dependence around a central-self ; that while it is the
central-self who receives and transmits ideas, the executive
functions involved in carrying out those ideas into expres
sion are delegated or devolve to the subsidiary selves, who
carry them out independently.
Durand de Gros is recognised as one of the leading
authorities among French psycho-physiologists. He is the
author of several important works, including ‘ Electrodynaisme vitale’ and ‘ Le Merveilleux scientifique,’ in which
he maintains that the vitality circulating in man's nervous
system is akin to electricity and that his dynamic energy is
the consequence of the polarity carried by his vitality. In
fact, man is an electric machine. But that vitality carries
the power of attention (awareness, consciousness) and is
substantia] as well.
The teaching he now advances with regaid to man’s
constitution as being complex, comprising subsidiary
executive selves grouped around a central receiving and
transmitting self, brings scientific confirmation to the
teaching long maintained among occultists and Spiritualists,
that man is a microcosmic representation of the inacrocosrnic self ; as also of the teaching that the macrocosmic
self comprises a central transcendent self, who receives and
transmits the life and consciousness flowing in a processus
through this universe, through the subsidiary derivative
Selves in lower planes and modes comprised in that universe.
While these subsidiary selves, in lower planes, have apparent
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indcponJent exigence, intelligence, xennation, emotion,
judgment, and will, yet the procem iliuetrated in i.iaii'x
organism eliowe that they depend on the central transcen
dent aelf for their reception of the life and ideae which it
devolve* on them to exprene and manifest.
I hie exposition hIiowh man to be a xtnall anivenie in iiimeelf, comprtHing a multitude of derivative Helve*, who con
stitute xevcral plane* of coiwciouH being within himaelf,
within hie neuro vital xyxtern, which corrciHpondx to the procexsuH of xelf, while the physical periphery of hie collx
correspond* to the vital non-xelf of the macrocosm. i'ndoubledly thexeveral organs in his organism must correspond
to what the several planets represent in the m>icrocosmic or
solar organwtn (the organism of the Solar-Self), while his
heart and head must correspond, as receivers and trans
mitters of life and consciousness, to the sun in the macrocosmic universe; the receiver and transmitter of heat and
light.
These biological illustrations of the uniformity of the
expression entailed by the infinite processus of the universal
‘ in the great as in the small,’ ‘in the whole as in the part,’
find their confirmation in the inductions of logical thought
with regard to the thought process. Hegel showed that man
‘must be a microcosm, resolving all the differences and
antagonisms which he has to meet with in the macrocosm.’
The organism, said Leibnitz, is a unity of organisms, organic
in all its parts. Furl her, says Hegel, ‘The life of the body
is m all the members ; each is a means and end to
the others.
The unity subordinates its parts by sur
rendering and imparting itself to them ; giving them a
certain independent life, which still is centred in itself.
In determining them, it determines itself; in producing
their differences, it produces itself in them. To realise
themselves, they must become subservient to it. Their
capacity of so surrendering themselves is the measure
of their reality. It is by passing beyond themselves that
they return into the unity.’ Man, said Kant, ‘contains the
key of the whole situation, he illustrates all the inferior
grades, explains each step hack in the circle.’
Inasmuch as the whole must Im? present in its parts, and
these must explain each step back in the circle, it follows
that each mode of consciousness functioning in the macrocosmic self must be present in microcosmic selves. The
analysis of man must, therefore, illustrate the modes or
planes of being in the macrocosmic self.

SPACE—AN IDEAL CONCEPTION.
First of all it must be remembered that we cannot dis
tinguish between real and imaginary space in the same sense
as we do, for instance, between a real experience and an
hallucination, or between a photograph and a landscape
composition. Space is MaentiaUy an ideal conception, and,
strictly speaking, we have no experience of space at all ; we
evolve, each of us probably with his own degree of precision
or vagueness, a scheme to which we relate certain aspects of
our sense-impressions. To attempt to define real space aS
the space in which real things exist is, of course, mere play
in" with words and avoiding the true issue ; when we say
that a thing ‘exists in space.’ we refer an actual (or imagined)
objective experience to an Meal scheme, and our statement
has a meaning for us simply so far as the scheme is clearly
developed /a tu/fjccUi.
Again, to say that real space
is of three dimensions, as contrasted with the //-dimensional
space of abstract analytical geometry, merely means that,
hitherto, a three-dimensional scheme has proved sufficient
foi’ the classification of those sense-impressions which admit
of a spatial interpretation. It is a very interesting experi
ment to walk along a street and attend exclusively to ones
visual impressions ; this gives a consistent experience of a
p/vy-dimensiunal sjiace with a time-series of continuous
nrojcctivc transformations. The exhibitions of ‘animated
photograj?hs’ afford a similar experience; the conclusion

qpeins obvious that the projierties of ‘ real! space are conditioned by th<? range of sensations that, we refer to it.
Supposing that wo could develop a new sense, it is quite
possible that we might experience a ‘real’ space of four
dimensions From ‘Nature.’
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THE USE OF • MOURNING.’
h is always difficult to touch the question of ‘mourning
when the need, or the imagined need, for it arrives. It
may very easily seem unkind to argue or expostulate
then. It would be much better to have our principles
ready for our hours of need. This is especially so as to
this question of ‘mourning’; and it is very decidedly the

duty of the Spiritualist to be clear as to this matter.
We are all too much the servants or victims of fashion
or custom ; and, on this score alone, those who profess to
go beneath the surface and fix attention upon the realities
of the spirit ought to be very clear as to the meaning of
what they do. John Stuart Mill taught us, long ago, that
it may he doing society a service to surrender some of its
customs and to dissent from some of its edicts. The very
example of nonconformity, he said, may la* a public good :
and assuredly this is true as to our • mourning ’ customs.
Much has already been done. The hideous ‘ mutes ’ are
nearly gone; the grotesque trappings of horses and
carriages are happily fading away ; the odious tombstones
are descending, by slow stages, from the ugly to the
sentimental; and there is hope that the last stronghold,
that of the milliner, will surrender.

Can any intelligent Spiritualist give one single reason
for encasing the body in a prison of ugly black because a
dear friend has gone into the world of light I From the
Spiritualist’s point of view, the thing is utterly indefen
sible ; it is almost inexcusable.
The symbol ought to
match the fact. Does it, when the Spiritualist puts on
the black symbols of doleful night >
Spiritualists
believe, or profess to believe, or think they l>elieve, in
'life for evermore,' in 'the summer land' beyond this
' vale of tears,’ in the lovely land of Canaan beyond ‘ the
swelling floods.' What then ? Sure enough, that blessed
faith will not take all grief away, and ought not to take all
grief away. But, if we cannot control our natural sense of
loss and sorrow, we can control our symbols—the banner
we hold up in 'the valley of the shadow 1 ; and it is a
poor thing if, even while the tears fall, we cannot look up;
a poor thing if, while we give way to the mourning we

cannot prevent, we needlessly surrender ourselves to
expressions of it that we can.
The grief belongs to poor human nature, and may soon
cease ; but the faith, the hope, the aspiration, belong to
the spirit, and will last, ay! go on brightening to the
perfect day. Surely, then, the symbol we deliberately set

forth should be, as we have said, like the banner under
which we march -should express the abiding faith and
hope and aspiration, and not the passing misery.
In a
perfect world, tenanted by a perfect race off human beings,
what we call ‘ death ’ would be a subject for grave but
sweet congratulation. The tenderest music and loveliest

earth.
Turning from this delightful ideal, and looking
suddenly upon tho real, wo see how pitiably we urotho

sport of custom, fashion, use.

In England we arc told to

‘go into mourning ’ just as wo might be told to go into
prison ; and we obey • anti oven teach ourselves to think

wo like it.

They say that, in Arabia, women who ‘gu

into mourning ’ stain their hands ami feet with indigo, and
while tho time of mourning lasts, drink no milk, bocatiso
its whiteness is shocking, as discordant with tho proper
gloom. That seems to us senseless, but perhaps the poor

slaves of custom in Arabia, would t hink our customs sense
less, too- especially if they knew what we professed io
believe.
The Master laid down the rule of good sense and
spiritual veracity when he said of tasting: * \\ hen von

fast, anoint the head ami wash (he lace, that men may not
know it but God alone.’ And that which is true for
fasting is true for mourning. There is a vulgarising of

grief which is tho natural fruit of ostentation, and a trans
formation of mourning into mere display. Nor should the
true Spiritualist linger overmuch about, the' grave. Indeed,
would any absolutely perfect Spiritualist ever linger their

at all J If wo Dins/ have graves, lot them find their proper
level as decent receptacles for-, worn-out. clothes; if we
must have tombstones, let us put upon them the only
endurable inscription : ‘ He is not here, but- is risen' and,

if wo must have flowers, let us plant a. sweet briar or a liny
garden of grass and daisies, and leave Nature to hoi own
sweet wild way.
It is sometimes said that in this lowering of onr esti
mate of tho forsaken shell, and in our ceasing to use the

ceremonials and symbols of mourning, we run the risk of
taking death too easily, and of making light of nature's
grief. Is that so ?
Can anyone believe it who knows
what human nature really is ?
Wo do not- mourn because
we put on mourning, though tho putt ing on of mourning
may add to the mere bitterness of our woe ; but wo mourn
because nature will have her way.
And the- real truth is
that nature in this, as in other directions, needs modornting
and guiding. But, in truth, wo do not shrink from
admitting that there is a sense in which wo >lo want a
lowered estimate of death, and tin emancipation from the
misery of our grief. The tragedy of lift* is the grief that
conics with death. We want that moderating; we need a
lightening of the burden ; we would oven say wo need,
in a sense, forgetting —just as we forget (he stars when
the glorious sun comes to make tho perfect day.

SriRITtiALIMM IN Gi.amuow. The Scottish Ihtznnr will
take place in Ghtsgow on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday
September 29tb,Both,and October 1st. The llrv.John l‘ag>'
Hopps will perform the opening ceremony on Thursday:
Mrs. Ernest Stevens, of the Grand Theatre, on Fridav ; and
Mr. J. J- Morse on Saturday. A largo number of promincni
Spiritualists have already intimated their intention of bring
present, in addition to those named, Mrs. Russell Ihivio. M'
Andrew Glendinning, We., tVc.
Mr. Hopps will deli'''
luldressc-s in the Assembly Rooms, 13(5, lhi( h st reel, <>n the
prei iMling Sunday,Septemlwr 2 >th, at 11.30a.m. and u.aop"1
Th(’ committee would b^ ploastsl to recejvi^ from sym|i;l
tbisers, l)efoie (Ik* date of the mwsuar, contribut ions eiihci "•
k<mm1m or money, which may be sent to the treasurer <•! tl"’
baziuir fund, Mimh May Robertson, 3*3, Moray place, t llasge"

S(.pteinber ’21, 1H0H.]
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PHENOMENA IN MY OWN HOME
HOW I BECAME A SPIRITI’ALIKT AND A MEDIUM.
By the Countess Mainaiiih, I’iha.

il'iiV/rH ,/br thr /ntri'iiiiliitiitil (Mid tn London^ Jtinr

tUth to Uth, 1IWH.
It was at. Verona on a foggy December evening in 1K98,
n\>tir of uh were chatting, gathered round the Are; Baron
\bignente, Ins wife, my husband, and myself.
The subject
,f our conversation wiim Spiritualism, of which our dear friend
Vbigut'Hto is a warm and most devoted partisan.
I inter*
I'UptcHl from time to time by bursts of laugh Un*, and
oxolainu’d, * Is it possible that such an intelligent man as

glad of th(’ iinpri'Msion made upon me, gave mo the books of
Professor Brollcrio, Wallace, CrookeR, Denis, (libier and many
others, as well as tile most, recent publications of the pheno
mana obtained through (lie mediumship of I'.usapia I alndino,
signed by Loinbroso, Schiapparelli, Limoncelli, and other
clover mon, who recognised tin* truth of these phenomena
free from all fraud on tho part of the medium.
In my truly overexcited state of mind, Baron Abignente
one day took my hand, looked me in the face, ami said,
‘ (‘ount-esH, you must be a. medium ; I am sure that you are
one : let us have some stances for a week ; are you willing /
Thus, we four alone had the perseverance to remain silent
and attentive during seven Ituig seances in vain.
At length
on the eighth evening, feeling overcome with fatigue, I was
almost, asleep, when I was roughly aroused from my druwsi
ness by the jerking of the tablo.
The Baron asked at once: ‘(’all you toll which of

uh

is

the medium?’
‘ It is my Aunt Helene,* was (he reply.
Tho table’ inclined towards mo as a sign of salutation and
rapped the name ‘ Tedia,’ the Russian diininutive of Theodore.
A very dear nephew of mine, of this inline, hud died some
months before at Nice. I asked:
‘ W here did you leave your mortal reimiins I

‘ At Nice.’
‘ In the Russian cometery V

* Yes.’
‘ Wore, you buried far from my brother Constantin .’
‘ Quite close to him.’
The next day I wrote to my sister-in law nt Nice, to know
wlu’ther the tomb of our nt'phew was near, or far from, that
of his uncle Constantin.
She replied, J list nt the side’ oi it,

a little lower down.'
The dear spirit of Tedia did not leave me from that time
forward, lie. advised me to persevere with the seances, and to
have infinite patience if I desired to develop my power ns a
medium. I did so thenceforth wit hall my heart, without tear
of ridicule and without hesitation. I gave communications to
Baron Abignente from his d(»pnrted friends, telling him their
names, which I had never known or even heard.
In (ho following spring my husband took me to Rome, to
(ho Aeadmny fdr Psychical Research, under the direct-ion oi

Professor (I. 11 oilman n.
How often in t he silence of my chamber have I prost rated
myself to ri’turn (hanks to the perfect and supreme I nielli
genc(’ who had removed the scales from the eyes of my soul,
and who had deigned to make use of me, a poor cipher, to
you can give credence to these .supposed spiritual phenomena,
which to me have all the appearance of tricks and im

positions I ’
‘ Do notnct like certain scientists.’ replied the Baron, ‘ who,
having made up their minds without' going into the question,
condemn and reject (’verything outside the circle of their
academic knowledge. But read, study, my dear Countess.
The works of Allan Kardeo will prepare your mind for now
ideas, For greatand sublime unrecognised truths. Afterwards
you can pass on to the history of spiritual phenomena,
acknowledged as true and described by num of talent, and
genius. The day will come when vou will be grateful to me
for having brought (his st udy before you : it will lead you to

a now faith, a new science ! ’
In short, our friend insisted so much that I promised him
to read and study, thinking to myself that I should not
be able to keep my ('yes open. I p to (hat time, I had been
a materialist and hold the theory of annihilation.
Our good friend soon procured for me some works by
Allan. Kardoe. From the first pages onwards, I took an
indescribable interest in them, so that even at. night I could
not tear myself away. I felt that the thick clouds in (ho
depths of my soul were dispelled, to give place to calm light
and quickening warmth. I had found the I lod of my dreams,
the perfect and beneficent Being, who, by means of the law
of reincarnation and evolution given by Him to all that
moves and lives, calls Ilia creation to Himself, causing it to
rise gradually from one state of existence to another, up to
the pure light of His Divinity.
But where is the proof of this reincarnation ami of this
evolution towards perfect knowledge, towards di\ ine wisdom I
That is what 1 asked myself and my teacher Abignente, who,

enlighten in its (urn the souls of my neighbours .’
Thus, then, I was already a. Spiritualist by my reading,
and by an inner intuition, without over having been pi*esent

at any phenomena of great importanct*.
Monsieur Hollmann had some good mediums and allowed
me to take part in a very interesting scanee. Then tor the
first time I was touched and careNstsI by fluidic hands. I his
did not frighten me; on the contrary, I felt happy in tht'se
tokens of sympathy. I felt a roll of paper fall upon my
hands. A canclle wjis lighted and I read this sentence in
Russian words ‘ Patience and cons(an<-y,* signed ’ ledia.
My spirit guide had followed mo to Rome. Monsieur Charles
Riebot, who was present at (he seance, asked me to pass him
tho paper (hat ho might examine it
The sentence (pioted
was written in pencil, but in vain did M. Riebot search tor
the trace of the point of a pencil on the under side of the
paper.
At I lie end of our intt'H’sting scane»\ I asked M. Ilichet it
the scientists would ever bo able to cut the (lordian knot
which pnvsents itself to science in spiritual phenomena. Ht'
replied, ‘With science
madaim*, I tear we shall not

accomplish it.’
Tho following year I had eight, sibinces with I'.usapia.
Paladino at Naples and al Rome
What can Isay of (his
strange and phenomenal woman after the pons of De Rocluisy
Lodge, Dariex, Riebot, Aksakoll', Oehorowiez, Du Prel, A’e.,
have dt'scribed and allirnu'd th<* power of her marvellous
mediumship I
Moreover, I will not digress from the task
which I have imposed upon myself, that of relating minutely
(•hose phenomena only which I have had the happiness of
observing in my own hous<\ under my very eyes, in (Re
presence of my husband and a few friends.
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Before leaving Rome in 1895 we invited Eusapia Paladino
to visit us in the Hotel du Senat.
She was very tired and
only gave us 11 seance of half-an-hour, with a very extra
ordinary phenomenon.
We were alone, my husband,
Eusnpia, and myself: the doors and windows closed.
It
was al three o'clock in the afternoon : consequently we closed
the shutters to produco the shade. I held Eusapia’s loft
hand and also her foot, my husband opposite to me held the
right hand and other foot of the medium ; my husband’s
other hand and mine were joined at the end of the table

a beauty of twenty years of age. I honestly thought in
under a hallucination, and turning to Dr. Visani Scoz/
ask him what he saw, I saw him motionless, his great * 1,1
wide open. He said, ‘ There is a young lady whom 1V's

opposite to Eusapia.
In this position I offered up a fervent prayer. Immedi
ately I was seized by the left shoulder; an enormous hand
passed several times down my arm to my finger-tips ; my
hand was lifted to the other end of the table to that of
Eusapia, and there, after having been well rubbed, was
returned to its place, that is to say on to the hand of my
husband, who bad distinctly felt the passage of this invisi
ble massive hand on mine several times. Some knocks
rapped—sounding as though in the inside of the table—

of the credulous.

twenty years ago.’
These phenomena are those called partial materialist;
by M. Aksakoff.
’,|s
It was again in Florence, when two Artillery Cap^.
with their wives asked to be allowed to be present at
researches. One of the two was an utter sceptic and niafle fUr
The light was extinguished ; there \v 11

six of us : the doors and windows were shut ; each of us k
the hands and feet of his neighbour. The incredu](
Captain was sitting close to the wall. Suddenly he utt^.»
loud cries, calling for help, and for a candle to be lights]
We found him pale, trembling, cowering, holding the tab]’

telling us, ‘ Be calm ; thou art a medium.’
After this we left Borne to return to our home in Florence.
From that time began the annoyance of our servants; they
heard someone walking, opening and shutting of doors with
violence, shaking their beds, Ac.
I attributed all this to their ignorance and unbelief.
But soon knocks were heard in our own room—at the door
and even on our bed—so that we were woke up with a start,
and also our two little dogs, which slept close to us in the same
room, and which began to bark and howl lamentably. Another
time, being well awake, we heard a sound as if someone were
moving the china things on my toilet-table ; the dogs jumped
out of their baskets ; we lit a candle ; on my toilet-table
there was perfect order; in the house there reigned the
silence of the night.
We held a seance twice a week with Dr. Visani Scozzi,
and he noticed several times distinct stars at my belt. One
night, I was awakened by my husband, who said to me, 1 For
three hours I have been struggling with insomnia, whilst you
slept soundly. Listen, I will tell you what I have seen dur
ing your sleep. I have seen a little flame which came out of
your side, and disappeared on your shoulder. Very much
astonished, I sat up to observe it: but you had vanished, and
in your place I saw an enormous star with five points, and
with hundreds of little flames in the centre. My sun?rise
was so great that I could neither stir nor speak. The phe
nomenon lasted five or six seconds—just long enough to
examine it in all its splendour ; after which it was all
darkness and your body had returned to its place.’
My husband is of too calm and positive a temperament for
me to suppose that he had been the victim of hallucination.
He is very calm in his researches in psychical phenomena.
Besides, he affirms on the word of a gentleman and a soldier
that he had truly seen in all reality what I have just
described.
On a winter evening in 1896 we had one of the most
interesting of seances. There were present General Cugiani
and his wife, the Baroness Rosenkrantz, Dr. Visani Scozzi,
my busband, and myself.
A small red lamp cast its rays
upon us.
Baroness Rosenkrantz was standing up behind my chair
and made passes on my head and shoulders, when suddenly
my husband opposite to me exclaimed, ‘ I cannot see my
wife ’’ General Cugiani cried out, ‘The Countess has
vanished .' ” The Doctor asserted that he did not see me any
longer, but that a black pillar was in my place.
I heard
quite well all these exclamations of surprise, but I did not
feel capable of saying a word although I saw the persons
present. They went on to say, ‘ But how has she vanished?’
when all of a sudden they saw me reappear ; but it was no
longer I. My husband, terrified, called out, ‘ This is not my
wife.’ The Baroness Rosenkrantz bent over me, saying, ‘ I
recognise Helene Blavatsky.’ She disappeared and I became
myself again, recognised by the others to their great
satisfaction.
The Baroness Rosenkrantz took a seat beside me at the
table, saying to us all, ‘ Look at me attentively.’ At the end
of several moments I saw this lady’s face become very young,
whilst the Baroness is no longer young. I was looking upon

convulsively against him with both arms. Everyone around
him laughed, for his face was truly droll. He told us then,
in an agitated voice, that he had felt his chair seized behind
his back as though two arms had come out of the wall and
were dragging him to the ground; and with the greatest
difficulty he clung to the table so as not to fall. This brave
sceptic had scarcely ended his account when we all heard a
fearful clatter in the sideboard, which was quite close to us.
This took place in the light of a large lamp which had been
lighted meanwhile. I then asked the spirit present to knock
three times in the sideboard, and three knocks were given,
making all the dishes shake. The good Captain, with his
eyes starting out of his head, asked for five knocks, someone
else for six, and so on ; and the dishes jumped in response
to each. After this I went and opened the sideboard, where
nothing was disarranged or broken 1
I have had occasion to remark that my mediumship is
very uncertain ; it comes and goes, appears and disappears
as it pleases. Thus, on our departure from Florence to take
up our abode in Pisa, I noticed it become weaker and cease
altogether for several months. It was not till the summer
of 1897 that it again awoke in me, and this time with
spontaneous phenomena which lasted six weeks. Every
evening from nine to ten o’clock all the bells on the premia?*
rang. For forty evenings my husband examined this ring
ing. He himself was on guard at the door of the house, and
placed a soldier sentinel on the staircase; my maid, over
looked by myself, watched the door of entrance to our apart
ments. But the ringing continued without our ever being
able to discover any body who could have caused it. In sonic
isolated rooms we found the bell-ropes torn down and thrown
on the ground.
In our seances the presence of an invisible agent became
incontestable. When Professor Falcomer was present we had
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two important Httonces, during which an invisible being, who
luvl informed US that he was an emissary from John King
(the spirit guide of Eusapia Paladino), gave us a splendid
levitation of our table, whilst our hands and feet were under
guard and each one answered for his neighbour. The table
rose half a metre from the ground, balancing in the air for
some moments. We had lifted the chain of our joined hands
to the height of our shoulders where the top of the table
touched it. To the knocks beaten in a cadence by the
Professor on the table, the occult intelligence replied at once
with knuckles which seemed to be of iron, executing
cadences according to the desire of our kind director, who,
be it said in parenthesis, possesses no kind of mediumship.
According to his desire the table also increased so much in
weight that four young men could n'6t lift it, and again
changed in a moment to the weight of a feather.
M. Federico, physician at the University of Pisa, was
often present at our investigations. Very much convinced of
the reality of the phenomena observed in our house, he was,
however, quiteopposed to the interpretation given to them by
Spiritualism. This grieved me, and one evening at our seance
I addressed our spiritual guide in these words : 11 pray thee
to give me a caress as a proof of thy affection, and to give
another to M. Federico, who continues a sceptic, but of such a
kind that it may rest engraved for ever on his memory.’
These words were scarcely uttered when I felt affectionate
caresses all down my arm, and shortly afterwards we all heard
the sound of a box on the ear. My husband lighted a candle
and we found M. Federico holding his left cheek. Our enthu
siasm was at its height, and even the obstinate scientist,
forgetting his dignity of an Academician, joined us in crying
■ Bravo’ repeatedly. The invisible beings replied to our ex
pressions of gratification by tapping loud knocks upon the
walls, the furniture, doors and windows; the table shook
and jumped as though overcome with mirth—and all this by
the light of a candle. M. Federico was dumbfounded, unable
to utter a word. I thought he was crushed, when all at once
he said to me: ‘I am quite persuaded that no one here
touched me ; besides us four there is no living soul in this
room or even in the whole suite of rooms. I held your hand
firmly as well as that of my other neighbour : your husband
was held by the latter and was too far from me. Conse
quently I cannot suspect anyone, but who is to assure me
that your thought was not materialised and pushed your
fluidic hand against my cheek ? ’
I admit that I lost patience at that moment, but I con
trolled myself, promising him incontestable proofs of the
existence of spirits. And 1 kept my promise, thanks to a
supreme will, higher than mine, which deigned to sustain
me, and to make use of my feeble powers and of my good
will, which I consecrate to one single end—that is to say,
to the moral good of my neighbour, to the progress of
science, true and perfect, which leads to the Divine light.
My guides subjected me to some experience of exteriorisation of my perisprit during sleep. Thus one night I was
sleeping peacefully at Pisa, when Captain Volpi, editor of
‘ Vessillo Spiritico,’ saw me in a dream at his house in
Vercelli.
I looked at him, saying, ‘I am the Countess
Mainardi.’ M. Volpi, who only knew me by name and by
correspondence, informed me by letter of this strange vision
and asked me to send him my photograph, which I
immediately did. He thought it like me, but the look was
too grave, and did not seem to him that of the apparition.
We arranged' to meet in Milan, and as soon as he saw me he
exclaimed : ‘There is, indeed, the lady of my dream, with
her smiling expression.’
One morning early I was grieved by the death of my
little dog. I was still holding it in my arms, not being able
to persuade myself that all was over. At the same moment
one of my friends, the wife of an officer, saw me in a dream
in this position. My sad demeanour struck her, and when
she awoke she asked her husband to go in search of mine, to
find out what had happened to me. Her dream had been
the picture of the reality.
The third case of the exteriorisation of myself is the
following : A lady who lives in the same house with us was
ill. One night while I was sleeping at home, the sick woman,
who suffered from insomnia, saw me come into her room an
hour after midnight. Much surprised to sec me, she asked
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me who had given me the key of her apartment to allow me
to come to her. I answered nothing, but bending over her
to kiss her, I said : ‘Poor woman, you are seriously ill J your
life will not be long.’
After that I vanished without going
through the door. This dear lady, much moved, told me of this
scene. Two days afterwards the doctors declared her to be
attacked by very serious heart disease which would not allow
her to live much longer.
In November of last year a marked progress was shown
in my mediumship. We had the great satisfaction of
obtaining fluidic impressions on sensitive plates, and this is
how it happened without my suspecting it, without hoping
for so much. Finding myself ata seance, or else alone in my
room, I often saw myself surrounded by greenish nebulous
lights, of indistinct shape, which no one saw except myself.
That annoyed me very much because I was laughed at and
was made fun of for my pretended visions, which soon,
thanks be to God, became incontestable realities. I asked
M. Federico, the sceptical investigator, to help me in my
new investigations, placing a photographic apparatus in our
drawing-room, directed towards our table and in the most
absolute darkness.
This was done. I prayed to God and to my guardian
angels, that we might be favoured with an impression of
what I saw, on the sensitive plate. Afterwards the table
round which we were seated rapped a sort of cadence and
the following sentence : ‘ Thy prayer shall be granted and
thou shalt succeed in thy noble efforts.’ I begged the invi
sible agent to give us a a signal when the impression should
be made. We listened in silence for half an hour. Suddenly
the table moved with extraordinary noise. I understood that
this was the signal for which I had asked. Immediately in
front of us, M. Federico developed the plate, on which,
to our great surprise and joy, we found the impression of a
phantom.
Our spirit-guide, John, sometimes plays us tricks ; he has
fits of temper and lays the blame on M. Federico, who still
persists that our photographs may not be the work of spirits
but have other causes • Then John gets in a rage, upsets the
table, refuses to make the impressions; and we obtain
nothing more. He did this one evening, and declared that
Federico is to blame. Two days later, at my request he was
kinder and gave us another impression. Another time he
declared to us that the photographic apparatus had been
moved. M. Federico verified the truth of this assertion at once
and put things right, after which we had another photo, and
so on.
It is evident that we are guided and ruled in our researches
by an invisible agent.
A photographer of Pisa, M. Sarfatti, was present lately
at our investigations, and was so astounded by our success
obtained in his presence, that he at once proclaimed himself
a convinced Spiritualist. These are satisfactions that rejoice
one’s heart! Happy is he who in his earthly existence,
guided by merciful and exalted beings, succeeds in raising,
were it but the smallest corner of the veil which still hides
the secret-s of the world beyond. Let us work, then, with
steadfast will, and let us pray, pray without ceasing, for
the triumph of our cause which is so great, beneficent, and
humane.
I send most cordial greeting to the President of the
London Spiritualist Alliance and to all my brothers and
sisters in belief, and apologise if I have wearied them by my
long narrative. May God and the exalted and perfected
spirits have you in their holy keeping '.
Bonxkoevden.
Countess Helene Mainardi.

MR. W. T. STEAD.
Our friend Mr. W. T. Stead has left England for an
extended tour of the Continent, his object being to ascertain
the feeling entertained towards the Czar’s Rescript by the
peoples of the various capitals of Europe. At Berlin he will
have an audience with the German Emperor, and he will see
the Czar at Moscow. He will also visit St. Petersburg, Brus
sels, Constantinople, Rome, Budapest, Vienna, and Paris. His
further object will be to give expression to the sentiments of
the Peace party in England with regard to the Czar’s pro
posal, and to use every opportunity of urging upon the states
men he may meet the desirability of cordially supporting
his Majesty’s suggested conference.
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SPIRITUAL FELLOWSHIP.

On Thursday, September 15th, a well-attended meeting
of members and* friends was held at the Garden Restaurant,
Paradise - street, Birmingham.
The meeting had been
arranged as a reunion for the expression of farewell to
four of the members, who were joining the ( ommunal
Colony at starnthwaite, in Westmorland.
During the
evening the following address, explanatory of the work and
aims of the Fellowship, was rvail by Mr. C. E. Smith :—
Hardly eight months have elapsed since the few who
through intimate communion had realised the spiritual
guidance of their liven, decided to undertake a more public
presentation of their teachings. During that time twenty-two
meetings have been held at Chandoe-road School, and
addresses have also been given before the Small Heath,
Bloomsbury, and Smethwick Spiritualist Societies, the
Brotherhood Church, London, and the Birmingham Labour
Church, from a similar standpoint of experience. Private
meetings for spiritual communion have also been kept up
regularly at Cadburv-road every Thursday, and occasionally
on Mondays.
.Xs far as words can give the aims and spirit of the work
in which we are engaged, they are contained in the two
circulars published by the Fellowship. But a few words to
friends sympathetic and critical, may help to further remove
misconceptions and enlist a greater interest in the work.
The basis of the Fellowship has been in the realisation
that harmony of life is possible through the subordination
of the self to the Divine Will which influences all and guides
each one infallibly to such duties as will be most helpful to
himself and others. Such unerring guidance, however, can
only be vouchsafed as we aspire and are willing to give our
selves wholly to its leading. If we meet together with no
self-motive, we know we are inspired and guided according
to our receptivity. We have absolute confidence that when
so guided the life or the career for us is the best possible.
Consider the alternative when the self acts entirely from
the material or rational plane. In the first place, there is
the difficulty of choice between so many conflicting interests
or apparent duties. We are continually perplexed and dis
satisfied, and when our mind is made up we are not certain
whether we ought not to have adopted another course.
Spiritual guidance gives us perfect repose and certainty, no
matter what the consequences may De. Secondly, to act
from our own particular reason is most likely to conflict
with the reason of another, and so produce disharmony. To
act from the spirit is to act from the higher nature of
another as well as our own. When we reason, you and I
are two: when we aspire, we are one.
Such a realisation of the underlying harmony and unity
of God or spirit is bound to affect our teaching and our life.
W e see things in a different light. We are no longer satisfied
with maintaining and proving facts, t.r.. transitory appear
ances, but we discriminate between facts, and use only such
as are helpful to our spiritual evolution. All influences
which inspire reverence, devoutness, love and peace, are
those which we desire to encourage. Facts or influences
which merely excite curiosity and argument, or intensify
individualism and separateness, we discourage or ignore. It
may be that some find sweetness and light in clairvoyant
descriptions or psychometric delineations, combined with a
quasi-religious service. For ourselves, we confess it to be
impossible. Our reason is not satisfied with the deductions
made from such manifestations, while our spiritual nature
goes empty away.
And again, the realisation of the unity of life makes it
impossible for us to rest satisfied with marking time in the
competitive struggle. We feel the need, in our teaching and
our example, of advocating a more fraternal state of life.
As our pamphlet states, ‘ we desire to eliminate all aggressive
and competitive desires in our own lives, with the view of
fitting ourselves for practical co-operative work for the
necessaries of life, when we feel impelled to organise such
methods of production.’
Such a time has now arrived. The four who leave
Birmingham are but the forerunners of others who will
build up more harmonious social relations. They may fail,
as others have failed before them ; hut out of their work
and experience others will arise who will be able to build
more solidly and more surely. God only knows how many
lives it will cost to build the New Jerusalem, but we know
that not one of the-.e is wanted.

Afterwards, on the motion of Mr. G. E. Aldridge (Wolver
hampton), seconded by Mr. G. Tubbs (Birmingham), and
supported by Messrs. D. Findlay (Smethwick), P. Galloway
(Birmingham), and Brian Hodgson (Birmingham), a hearty
expression of confi<b*nce and >>yini>athy was tendered to the
four member* (Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Smith and Messrs. John
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Thomson and James Dillon) who were about to attempt p
put the teachings of the Fellowship into more pnu.tu^i
operation.
An illuminated address expressive of such sympathy
also presented.

CURIOUS COINCIDENCES.
The following very curious coincidences were narratol
in last week’s ‘ Lancet ’: —
A patient at the age of ten years fractured his right index
finger. It happened on August 26th. When thirteen
old he fractured his left leg below the knee, through falling
from horseback, also on August 26th. When fourteen year,
of age he fractured both bones of the left forearm by stum,
bling, his arm striking the edge of a brick (August 26th). h,
another year, on August- 26th, when fifteen years of age, |)(.
had compound fracture of the left leg above the ankle, by hin
foot being caught under an iron rod and his b<xly falling for
wards. Next year, again on the same date, August 26th, he
had compound fracture of both legs. . . . After this he
did not work on August 26th for twenty-eight years, and
little wonder, but in the year 1890 he forgot his fateful day
and went to work, with the result that he sustained a com
pound fracture of the left leg. Since then lie has studiously
avoided working on August 26th, though never missing work
at other times.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
The Editor is not responsible for opinions exnressed by comspondentsand sovietimespublishes vshat he doesnota/jreeu-vk
for the purpose of presenting views that may elicit disetunos.

Queer Dreams.
Sir,—Perhaps the following may be worth recording. We
live on the cliff, in an exceedingly quiet little place by the
sea. There is no pier or landing place, and we are right
away from the village. One morning lately, a member of
the family said, at breakfast, ‘ I have had such a curious
little dream. I thought I saw a large steamer with two
funnels, right in front of our house. It was quite close, so
close that I could even hear the people talking. It stayed
for a very short time, and then got up steam and went away.
It was so vivid that I could almost imagine I had seen it
instead of dreaming it-.’
Very soon after this, on the same morning, while we were
all sitting together, such a steamer did come right close to
the shore before our house. It had two funnels, and we
could hear the people talking : and, shortly after, it steamed
away. What it came for did not appear, and though we
have lived in this house for nearly three years we have
never seen anything like it before : and it seems such an
unlikely thing for any steamer to do.
That nothing of consequence seems to turn upon it only
makes it the more curious. If any great matter depended
upon it, one might say the dream was ‘ permitted ’ or ‘sent ;
but here is a dream which suggests only the aimless floating
about of a queer picture, impinging where it can. But how
can the picture of an extremely unlikely and yet a coming
event come into existence I
I may say that this experience is not a new one with the
dreamer.
An Inquirer.

The Law Affecting Mediums and Others.
Sir,—Following up my letter to you of last week, I
would like further to show the necessity for statutory
amendment of the law as interpreted with regard to the
provision in the Act 5 Geo. IVr., cap, 83, sec. 4, which says
‘ Every person pretending or professing to tell fortunn or
using any subtle craft, means, or device, by palmistry er
otherwise, to deceive and impose,’ shall be deemed »
rogue and vagabond, Ac. Although the Home SecreUr?
holds that the practice of palmistfy (and perforce all
that may be commonly understood as ‘ fortune-telling 1
is only illegal when there is an intention to impoae.
we have only to refer to the case of ‘Penny w. Han*1©which was the subject of appeal to the Queen'* Be**
Division in
where, in upholding the conviction of
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aritrulogist under the above provision, the Court considered
that ‘the statute does not seem to require that in order to
constitute the offence of professing to tell fortunes, there
iihould be any intention to deceive ’; by which we see that
the moral and common-sense construction given to the law
by the Home Secretary is not borne out by the judicial
interpretation now current No doubt the view of Kir
M. W. Ridley is that such cases ought, for reasons of general
expediency outweighing the mischief of possible abuse, U)
be treated with peculiar indulgence ; but nothing is gained
by ignoring prevailing legal decisions under the Act. Take,
for instance, the subject of physiognomy; J)r. Joseph
Simins has made it his life’s study, and as its principles are
elucidated and applied by him, its position as a science is
beyond all question ; and yet this scientific expert has in his
tours in England been exposer! hundreds of times to punish
ment under this obsolete statute. On May 26th, 1896, at the
Marlborough-street Police-court, London, an American, named
Krampa, was fined £2, with the alternative of fourteen
days’ imprisonment, for professing to tell fortunes by
means of palmistry and physiognomy, he being charged
under the provision of the Act above referred to.
In spite of legal decisions to the contrary, however, it
can, I think, easily be shown that the enforcement of the
above statute against mediums, and even against astrologists,
palmists, and others, acting
yfr/e in their dealings and
having no intention to deceive, is unreasonable and not
really in accordance with the strict interpretation of the
law. First, as regards the legal construction of the statute
in question : 5 Geo. IV., cap. 83. was an Act passed with the
intention of consolidating previous Acts relating to rogues
and vagabonds, in ‘that part of Great Britain called
England,’ and the words above quoted from section 4 were
taken from 17 Geo. II., cap. 5, sec. 2. On reference to these
statutes it will be seen that the words in question were in
tended to apply to Egyptians who were in the habit of
wandering about the country, imposing upon people by
‘ subtle crafts, means, or devices, by palmistry, physiognomy ’
and the like. It is easy to gather from these statutes that
these Egyptians, or gipsies, were a common nuisance, and
the Legislature accordingly made provision for not only
punishing their impositions, but for getting rid of them from
the country. Now Lord Truro says, in ‘ M’William r.
Adams ’ (1 Marg. H. L. Cas.): ‘ It has ever been held that to
construe aright an ancient statute, regard must be had to the
general state of the law and of public sentiment at the time
it passed? Lorr! Mansfield, in the case of ‘The King »».
Loxdale ’ (1 Burr., 445), lays down the rule that ‘ Although
it has been repealed, still upon a question of construction
arising upon a subsequent statute on the same branch of the
law, it may be legitimate to refer to the former Act.- Again,
Lord Blackburn, in the case of the ‘ Mersey Docks v. Cameron'
(1864), in reading the opinion of the majority of the judges,
holds that where the Legislature uses the same words in an
Act of Parliament in pari materid, as used in a previous Act,
the presumption is that the words were intended to have
the same meaning as had been put upon them before, and
that the Act should be so construed. Hence, it will be seen
that according to the highest judicial authorities the true
legal, and of course moral, construction of the words quoted
from 5 Geo. IV., cap. 83, is the meaning originally attaching
to them (and that meaning only) as applied to a jieculiar
state of society which has long since passed away. To give
a new interpretation to the words (as was done on apjieal in
Slade’s and Monck’s cases) so as to make them apply to con
ditions not contemplated by the statute to which they
belong, is practically to modify and re-enact the law, and
is perliaps the most effectual argument that can be used in
asking for the repeal of the words forming now* about all that
remains of section 4 of 5 Geo. IV., cap. 83.
The higher aspect of the question affecting Spiritualists
is, of course, the moral argument which Spiritualism sup
plies, because >t is clear that Me prowcut ton of medium* u
rrallii the religion* penecution of Spiritual i*t». The tolera
tion of al) religions is the fundamental principle of religious
lilirrty, and whilst priestcraft is active in all directions, pie
tending to tell the fortunes of people’s souls, it is imperative
that Spiritualists should take steps to remove all legal
impediments to the exercise of mediumship and the proofs

of Spiritualism. This can only lx* done by giving Spirit
ualism a proper religious status Mon the law, by getting a
l)echnU/ry Bill passed through Parliament, as suggested in
my previous letter.
The evidence which the House of
Commons would ask for in support of the preamble of such
a Bill could easily lie furnisher!. In such a measure, more
over, it should be provided that whilst no restriction is
placer! upon criticism of, or argument against, Spiritualism,
as in other forms of religion, conjurers professing
expose
Spiritualism or its phenomena as due to trickery would be
liable to prcxiecution.
If one of these men professed to
expose Christianity, and to show how Jesus of Nazareth
performed the phenomena (or miracle) attributed Ur him,
such a man would very properly be liable to punishment.
Why, then, should not facts invested with equal
dignity in the eyes of Spiritualists be free from silly triHing
and misrepresentation on the part of conjurers ?—Yours, kc.,
Sydney, Australia.
C. E. Jobmm*.

Difficulties.
Site,—‘ Puzzled ’ finds difficulties which he describe* in
‘LfoHT.’ Perhaps the following thoughts may, without
resolving those doubts, be helpful in showing a way in which
his difficulties may be diminished
A friend, who has long since passed out of the land of
doubt into the region of knowledge, wrote these line- :
‘ And what is truth ? A snowy alpine height.
We ? Dwellers in the valley lands below,
Who, viewing one broad hill-ide, deem we know
The whole, forgetting what’s beyond our sight.
‘Full often thus we fail to understand
How he who dwells within the neighbouring vale
Sees winter’s reign o’er all the northern dale.
While springtide greets our eyes on every hand.’

A man who follows bravely in the path of duty, seeking
to do his work from day to day carefully and steadily in the
spirit of the words of Longfellow*:—
‘ In the elder days of Art,
Builders wrought with greatest care
Each minute and unseen part,
For the Gods see everywhere,’

will find little inclination to raise difficulties, and those that
do arise will be answered in the path of duty and of love.
Let us not manufacture doubts by Isolating the sayings
of different thinkers and pitting one against the other, but
seek out all the encouragement and assistance that is given
us by the host of philosophers, poets, and other inspired
men who in the present and past ages have dune so much to
enlighten humanity.
Then when we have fulfilled our
mission, we shall gain a wider view and find that, in apparent
contradictions, truth is developed and made clear Above
all. let us not damp the ardour or others and discourage
them by our own faint-heartedness. Rather let us be
ashamed of our doubts and difficulties, and as men rise above
them, and strive to make those who surround as both the
happier and the .stronger by our lite.
E. F. W.
Time and Space.

Sir,— In ‘ Notes by the Way ’ (‘ Light,’ September 17th),
the writer quotes from M agner, and M agner quotes from
Schopenhauer, the following sentence: * Peace, rest, and
happiness dwell only where there is neither any where nor
any when/ Then the writer of * Notes by the May’ adds :
‘ And truly, in the blessed L nseen, there is bo “ where, and
there is no "when," in our poor limited sense/
In my ‘poor limited sense of wkrrr and wAew, this t4e*wl
Unseen must be blank non-existence :—
‘ No sun. no moon,
No morn, no noon.
No t’other side the way/

We cannot think of continued existence without se
quences and co-existences : there can be no »*r»iZdy without
peraistent consciousness, hence no real and blessed life with
out twiu and
S< riba.
[Sequences and co-existences in the spirit world t Yes.
But not necessarily in our ‘ poor limited sense? which, on
the physical plane, measures 1 sequences ’ by days and years,
and ‘coexistences’ by inches, yards, and miles!—Ed,
‘ Ll.iHT.’J
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Madame Greek’s Mediumship.

Sir,—I was greatly interested in a letter which appeared
in ‘Light’ of July 16th respecting the mediumship of
Madame Greek. The test referred to then was a very good
one, and it has just occurred to me that perhaps some of the
readers of ‘Light’ may be interested in other tests by the
same medium. If so, 1 shall be pleased to give them my
experience of ‘Sunshine’ and Madame Greek s other guides.
It is now seven years since 1 first met Madame Greek at a
seance at her own house. 1 was then a perfect stranger to
her, but to my astonishment ‘Sunshine’ seemed to know
more about me than did my most intimate friends.
Having proved her to be so accurate I now frequently
ask her advice on various matters. She is very oorrect, too,
with regard to time. For instance, last year I had every
reason to think I was going away in June, but ‘ Sunshine’
said : ‘ No, you will n»t go until the July moon is out,’ nor
did I, although for once I rather doubted her. But event
after event followed which prevented me leaving home until
the time ‘ Sunshine' had predicted.
I have given my name and address and shall consider it.
a pleasure to write to anyone desiring to know more.
(Mrs.) IL I. Hart.
21, Clarendon-road, Lewisham, S.E.

Curious Phenomena.
Sir,—The following may interest some readers of
‘Light,’ and I shall be glad to hear if others besides myself
have had a like experience. On Tuesday, the 6th inst., a
very hot day, I was doing a little gardening, and with a
small spade lightly turning over the surface mould, when I
saw a small blue light (a spark such as would appear from a
flint sharply struck) rise from the ground. I knew my spade
had not touched a stone in a manner likely to produce such
a result, and from curiosity I continued turning over the
ground. At first came two or three more sparks, one after
the other, and then, on thrusting deeper into the earth, a
perfect volley of tiny blue sparks shot up from it, and I
could hear a very faint crackling noise made by them. I
turned the mould over and over for nearly five minutes, the
phenomena lasting all the time and then suddenly ceasing.
I have thoroughly examined the flower bed where this
occurred but have failed to find anything likely to cause the
strange little lights, all of which appeared in full sunlight
on one of our hottest days.
A day or two later I took up my spade, and before put
ting it near the ground I saw three of the same little- sparks
start from the blade almost as soon as my hand touched the
handle. This spade has been in my own exclusive use for
three years and up till now has always behaved itself
reasonably and as a well-conducted, orthodox gardening tool
should do.
Bessie Russell-Davies.

SOCIETY WORK.
For the pMiffition of notices under this head n small cha/rcje
i» nuyle, p&rtictilan in regard to which may be had on
application.
Marylebone Association.—We are asked to state that
Mr. A. Peters will give clairvoyance at Cavendish Rooms on
Sunday evening next-. Early attendance is requested.
193, Bow-road, Bow.—On Sunday last Mr. Weedemeyer
dealt ably with a subject given by one of the audience.
Mrs. Weedemeyer gave good clairvoyance. Our Wednesday
meetings continue to he well attended. Next Sunday, Mr.
and Mrs. Webb.— H. If.
East London Spiritualists’ Association (Stratford
Centre), Workmen’s Hall, West Ham-lane, E.-—We had a
grand and inspiriting address on Sunday last from Mr. A.
Peters, followed by very good clairvoyance. Every descrip
tion was recognised but one. Next Sunday, Mr. King. Next
Thursday, at 8.15 p.m., a meeting. —J.J.P.
Shepherd’s Bush Spiritualists’ Society, 73, Becklowroad, W.—On Sunday last Mr. Wallace gave an interesting
address on ‘What is Man?” with special reference to the
contention that we could not be held responsible for our
thoughts, but only for the manner in which we work them
out. Next Sunday, at 6.30 p.m., Mr. Davis. ‘Light’ on
sale.—L.H.
Hackney Society of Spiritualists, Manor Rooms,
Kenmure-road, Mare-street, N.E.—On Sunday evening
last Mr. R. Bullen gave a thoughtful address on / The
Onslaught Spiritualism has made on Orthodoxy,’ dealing in
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an able manner with the orthodox conception of (joj
phew, and revelation. Successful clairvoyance follo^T
On Sunday evening next, at 6.45 p.m., members’ address,
Wednesday, circle as usual. II. Brooks, lion. Sec.
Islington Spiritualist Society, Wellington hA|
Citer-street, Islington.—On Sunday last Mr. Willig
in the chair, and Mr. Dailey gave a reading. Mr. II. VValtpj?
from Birmingham, gave his experience, which was w,.|j
received. Next Sunday, at 7 i>.ni., Mr. Brenchley will gjV(,
(lie address, and Mrs. Broncnloy will, give clairvoyance
Thursday, circle, for members only ; medium, Mrs. Brenehloy
—C. D. Gatto.
Stoke Newington Spiritual Society, Blanche Hall
99, Wiesbaden-road, Stoke Newington-road, N.—Ouy
social gathering on September 14th was a grand success, au<|
tlie committee wish to express their gratitude to all fnendg
who so kindly supported the same. Mr. Davis, on Sunday
last, gave us an able discourse, followed by some successful
clairvoyant tests, given by Mr. J. A. White.--A. Cumo|
Hon. Sec.
Edmonton Spiritualist Society, 2, I iie Crescent,
HERTFORD *RO AD.—On Sunday last our chairman read a
lengthy account from the ‘ Hastings and St. Leonards
Observer' in reference to Mrs. Brenchley's mediumship at
Hastings Castle, after which Mr. Bren ch ley gave a graphic
descriptive address on the subject. During the evening Mrs.
J. Smith gave, a solo, ‘Holy Ministers of Light,’ which was
much appreciated. Next Sunday, at 7 p.m., Mr. IL Bullen.—
W. Knauss, Sec.
North London Spiritualists Society, 14, Stroud
Green-road.— On Sunday last the welcome rain prevented
the open-air meeting. In the evening M r. Brooks conducted
the service. The subject, ‘Happiness,’ was dealt with by
Messrs. Beavor, Hewitt, and Brooks. The open-air meetings
will be held in Finsbury Parle, at 11 a.m., so long as line
weather continues. If wet, the meeting will he held at the
hall, in the evening at 7. Tuesday, at 8 p.m. Wednesday,
at 8 p.m., members only.—T. B.
i n i u
London Spiritualist Conference.—W e shall hold our
next conference at 2, Fords Park-road, Canning 1 own, on
Sunday, October 2nd. An open-air meeting will be held at
the corner of Beckton-road, Barking-road, Canning Town, to
commence at 11 a.m., when Mr. II. Brooks, of Hackney, will
introduce the subject for discussion. A conference will be
held at 3 o’clock in the afternoon, when several earnest
speakers in our cause will address the meeting.—
A. Clegg, Sec. / .
Cardiff Society of Spiritualists, St. John’s Hall.—
On Sunday last Mrs. Ellen Green conducted the services.
The hall was packed to the extreme by an intelligent and
appreciative audience, who seemed charmed at the beautiful
thoughts set forth in such an unassuming and sympathetic
manner, which called forth unstinted praise from many of
the strangers present. Mrs. E. G. Sadler kindly presided
both morning and evening. Miss Maggie Griffiths. R.A.M.,
very kindly gave a solo at the evening service, which was
highly appreciated. Next Sunday, Mr. E. G. Sadler.
Henley Hall, Henley-street, Battersea Park-road.
—On Sunday last Mrs. llussell-Davies visited us and gave
an excellent and interesting address. The meeting would,
no doubt, have been still larger, but through a regrettable
error Mrs. Davies’ visit was not advertised. The chair was
taken by Mrs. Gould. Mr. Adams and Mr. Pascal both spoke
exceedingly well, and songs and addresses were given by
Miss Morris and Miss Pierpoint. The Battersea Park meet
ing was conducted by Mr. Adams, assisted by Messrs. Stebbings and Fielder. Next Sunday, at 7 p.m., we shall have
with us Mr. Whyte (‘ Evangel ’). On Thursday, at 8 p.m..
developing class, and Saturday, at 8 p.m., members’ and
friends’ ‘social.’—H.P.
South London Spiritualists’ Mission, Surrey Masonic
Hall, Camberwell New-road, S.E.—On Sunday morning
our public circle was well attended and good conditions
prevailed. At our evening meeting, held in our usual hall,
which was crowded, Mr. W. E. Long gave a fine address on
‘The Future of Spiritualism,’ in which he held out encourag
ing hopes that it would become universally accepted as a
science, a philosophy, and a religion. At the close, ten
strangers filled in application forms for associates, in order
that they might have an opportunity of investigating fur
themselves the truths to which they had listened that night.
The after circle was well attended, to which close, on one
hundred members remained. On Sunday next, at 11 a.m.,
public circle ; at 3 p.m., children’s Lyceum ; at. 6 p.m., lend
ing library ; at 6.30 p.m.. Mr. W. E. Long, ‘The Soul of Man."
On October 10th we shall hold our autumn social party, the
proceeds to be devoted to the increase, of our lending libraiy;
tickets, 6d. each.—Verax.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Several communications are necessarily held over f">
want of space, but they shall have attention in due cours,‘.
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NEW PUBLICATIONS.
Coming Light,’ for September.
1 621, O’Farrell-Htreet. Price 10c.

San Francisco, Cal.:

<Tlie Theosophical Review,’ for September. London : 26,
Charing Cross, S.W. Price Is.
‘A Spirit’s Idea of Happiness.’ London : Nichols & Co.,
23, Ox ford-street, W. Price 3s. 6d. net
• Review of Reviews,’ for September. London: 125, Fleet
street, E.C. Price 6(1.
• The Theosophist,’ for September. London : 26, Charing
Cross, S.W. Price 2s.
‘The Psychology of the Saints.’ By Henri Joly. With a
Preface and Notes by (J. Tykhkll, S.J.
London :
Duckworth A Co., 3, Henrietta-street, W.C. Price 3s.

Now

PAMPHLETS
For Sale at Office of * Light,’ 110, St. Martin’s

Lane, London, W.Q.
The New Spiritualism. By Richard Harte. Price
3d., post free.

The Threefold Mission of Spiritualism.
Bidston. Price 2Jd., post free.

SPIRIT TEACHINGS

Price 3(1., post free.

A

Popular Misconception of the Relation
between Science and Spiritualism. By
Thos. Shorter. Price 21d., post free.

Superstition, Science, and Philosophy. By Percy
W. Ames, F.S.A. Price Gd., post free.

Through the Mediumship of William

London Spiritualist Alliance,

Stainton Moses (M.A., Oxon.),

Ji//

Automatic or Passive Writing.

WITH A BIOGRAPHY BY CHARLTON T. 8PEER
And Two Full-page Portraits.
The work consists of a large number of messages communicated by
automatic writing, and dealing with a variety of Religious, Ethical, and
Social subjects of general interest. Among the subjects thus treated
may be mentioned Mediumship and Spirit Control—Spheres and States
of Spiritual Existence—The Spirit Creed : God, Heaven, Hell, Faith,
Belief, Inspiration. Revelation—Orthodox Theology and Spirit Teaching
—The Old Faith and the New—Spiritualised Christianity—Suicide and its
Consequences—The Final Judgment of Souls—Capital Punishment—The
Treatment of the Insane—The True Philanthropist, &c., tec., &c. The
volume contains many cases of proof of the identity of communicating
Spirits. The writer has connected the message by an autobiographical
narrative, giving many details of personal experience.

Handsomely bound in Cloth Gilt, 324pp., demy 8vo,
prioe 3s. 6d. net, or post free, 3s. lOd.
Members and Associates of The London Spiritualist Alliance
will be supplied with eopios at 2s. Gd. each, or post free
for 2s. lOd.

OFFICE OF ‘LIGHT,’ 110, ST. MARTIN’S LANE,
LONDON, W.C.

SURPLUS VOLUMES OF ‘LIGHT’ FOE
SALE.
E have a few handsomely-bound half-roan surplus Volumes
of ‘ Light ’ for Sale, at very low prices. As will be seen
below, the number for sale is very small, and after these are
disposed of no more copies will be available for sale purposes.
BOUND VOLUMES.
Price.
Price.
@66
2 volumes of 1891.. ...... @ 7 6
3 volumes of 1883.
1892..
.......
@
7 6
9 0
1
„
1889.
1
»
1896.. ....... @ 7 0
@6 6
4
„
1890.
8
»
M
Carriage paid in United Kingdom. Carriage abroad extra.

W

110, ST. MARTIN’S LANE, W.O.
Limited

by

Guarantee,

and not having
into Shares.

Established 1884.

a

Capital Divided

Incorporated 1896.

By the Memorandum of Association the Members are Prohibited
from receiving any personal benefit, by way of profit, from the income
or property of the Society.

Members of Couneil.
E.

President.

Dawson Rogers,

Alabio A. Watts,
)
Hos. Percy Wtkdham, J

Henry Withall,

I7-

Hon. Treasurer.

Mrs. W. P. Browne.
Major-General Drayson.
T. Everitt.
R. Harte.
Rev. J. Page Hopps.
G. Wyld.

W. J. Lucking.
J. J. Morse.
F. W. Tiiurstan, M.A.
Miss Rowan Vincent.
Miss H. Withall.

M.D.

This Alliance lias been formed for the purpose of uniting together
persons interested in the study of Psychical or Spiritualistic Phenomena,
which throw fresh light upon the nature of man, and reveal him as sur
viving the change of death. It also provides opportunities of investiga
tion, and affords information by means of papers and discussions.
Rooms are occupied at the above address, where Members and
Associates can meet, and where they can read the special journals and
use the library of works on Psychical and Occult Science. The reading
room isopen daily to Members and Associates from 10 to6. Social gather
ings are also held from time to time, of which due notice is given.
The subscription of Members is fixed at a minimum rate of one
guinea, and of Associates at half a guinea, per annum.
Information will be gladly afforded by the Secretary, at the Rooms,
110, St. Martin’s-lane,W.O.
*t* Subscriptions should be made payable to the Hon. Treasurer,
Henry Withall, Gravel Lane, Southwark, London, S.E., and are due on
January 1st in each year.
Notices of all meetings will appear regularly in 1 Light.’

B. D.

Godfrey,

Secretary and Librarian.

A TREATISE ON

NATAL ASTROLOGY,
By

We have also a few Unbound Volumes of ‘Light,’ as
follows:—
UNBOUND VOLUMES.

By

Limits Proper to the Inquiry known as Modern
Spiritualism. By J. Fp.ed Collingwood, F.G.S.

Ready.

Reprint of the Memorial Edition.

lii

G. WILDE

and

J. DODSON.

To which is appended

‘THE SOUL AND THE STARS.’
By

A. G. TRENT.

‘ Natal Astrology ’ will enable anyone to cast his own Horoscope.
Cloth, 248pp., 10s. 6d., post free from
Office

of

‘Light/ 110, St. Martins Lane, W,C,

STANDARD BOOKS SUPPLIED TO ORDER. FOR. CASH ONLY
Post free from the Office of ' Light,’ 110, St. Martin’s Lane, W.C., at the prices qu^

Remittances must accompany orders, otherwise they cannot be sent.

' I strology.’

An Easy and Comprehensive

x\. Treurire ©a the lafintMe
the Heaven t Bodies and the
Method* <rf Casting Horoscopes. Compiled and Arranged from the
Week* of the Maacen <rf the Middle Age* and William Lilly, with
the CorrecrioB* and Fmrodurcxu of Thttr Disciples, Bringing the Science
ef Divinasioa to Date. By Ellxv E. Bkxxktt. Royal crown 8vo,

330py_ cloth. IS* Iftd- poet free.______ _______________
• Deal Ghost Stories.’ A Revised Reprint of

Al the Cbrataw xad New Year Xamber* of the ‘Review of
Reviews.*
With new Introducrioc. By W. T. Stead. Crown
3ve^ doth, 5s- 3d post free.

‘Tetters from Julia; or, Light from the

JU Bcederiaad.’ A Senes of Messages m to the Life Beyond the
Grave, Received by Automate Writing frem One who has Gone Before.
With a Preface Vy W T Sybap. 2s 2d , pot free._______

‘ Qeers of the Ages.’ Ancient, Medieval

0 Moders Spiri>ntl»m. By J JL Pimblbs. Traane
mens of Spiritualism through India, Egypt. Phcenicia. 3vrt» V
Greece, Rome, down to Christ’s time. 376pp.
44^ po^

fter Her Death.’

The Story of a Sunw,

By Lauan Whiting. Cloth, 3s. 6d., poet free.

^rr‘

uman Magnetism ;’ or, How to HvpnotC
A Practical Handbook for Students of Mesmerism. Bv Prof
James Coates. With ten plates, showing induction of
experimental and curative. Cloth. 5s. 4d., poet free.
-1

* Crystal Gazing and the Wonders of Clair,

* I discourses through the Mediumship of Mrs.

yj voyanca.* Embracing Practical Instructions in the Art,
and Philosophy of this ancient Science. Illustrated with diagnme.
John Mslvjlli. To which is appended an abridgment of Jacob Diy^
* Hygienic Clairvoyance,’ with vanooa extract- ^nd original notes. Cm*.
$ro, 5a. 3d , post free.

‘ The Philosophv of Mesmerism and Electrical

‘TTafed, Prince of Persia’ ■ His Experience in
JlJL Earth-Life and Spirit-Life, being Spirit C tmmunications recsTqj

Az Cota L. V. Tappan.’ Comprising Fifty-four Discourses. Sixtyfonr Poema. and Twelve Extracts descriptive of Facts concerning the
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